Plentiful Plants Fun Fold Card
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or order from
my store here!
Supplies:
 Stamps: Plentiful Plants #155693
 Ink: Cinnamon Cider #153114, Garden Green #147089
 Paper: Basic White #159276, Garden Green #102584, Crumb Cake #120953
 Designer Paper: Bloom Where You’re Planted #155696
 Tools & Accessories: Cut & Emboss Machine #149653, Bark 3D Embossing Folder
#155431, Paper Trimmer #152392, Stampin’ Seal #152813, Mini Glue Dots #103683,
Early Espresso 1/4” Faux Suede Trim #152472, 2021-2023 In Color Jewels #155571
Measurements:
 Card Base: Garden Green 8 ½” x 5 ½”
 Cardstock #2: Crumb Cake 5” x 4”
 Cardstock #3: Basic White 5” x 4”
 Designer Series Paper: 2 pieces of desired print measuring 1 ¾” x 2 ½”

Instructions:
 Take Garden Green Card Base. Score on the 8 ½” side at 4 ¼”.
 On the 5 ½” side, make a pencil mark at 2 ¾”. On the 8 ½” side, make a pencil mark 2”
down from the top on both sides.
 Score from the 2 ¾” pencil mark out to the 2” pencil mark on the sides. Then score from
the 2 ¾” mark down to the 4 ¼” score mark on both sides.
 Fold on all the score lines, creating a triangular center portion with flaps on either side.
 Take your 2 rectangles of DSP. Cut one diagonally corner to corner with the design you
want FACE UP; cut the second one diagonally with the design you want FACE DOWN.
 Adhere two of the triangles of DSP on the corresponding small flaps, using Stampin’
Seal. You will have 2 triangles of DSP left in case you wish to make a second card.
 If desired, use adhesive to glue the flaps in place to make the card less cumbersome
when opening and closing. This will help the card keep it shape, but does not have to be
done.
 Take your Basic White piece of cardstock measuring 5” wide across the top and 4” tall.
Make a pencil mark on the bottom of each piece at 2 ½”. Use your paper trimmer to cut
from the top corners diagonally down to the center pencil mark, forming an inverted
triangle. Repeat this step for the piece of Crumb Cake cardstock.
 Take the 2 smaller triangular pieces of Basic White from the step above and emboss
them using the Bark 3D Embossing Folder and the Cut & Emboss Machine. Glue these
two pieces down on the inside bottom corners of your Garden Green card base.
 Invert the White Triangle piece so that the top measures 5” across. Stamp a flower pot
from the Plentiful Plants stamp set in Cinnamon Cider Ink, and stamp a greenery piece
in Garden Green just above the stamped flower pot. Glue this stamped panel to the
front of your Garden Green Card base, filling the triangular center portion. Adhere a bow
made of the Early Espresso Faux Suede trip using a Glue Dot; add 3 of the 2021-2023
In Color Jewels as desired to card front.
 Invert the Crumb Cake Triangle piece so that the top measures 5” across. Stamp “A
little note with the biggest thanks’ at the top in Garden Green. Adhere this stamped
panel to the inside of the card, fitting perfectly in between the previously glued
embossed panels.
 If desired, stamp your envelope with the same plant and flower pot you used on the
front of the card.

